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For the love of words
A dedicated group of book and poetry lovers have been busy building up the
Scone Literary Festival and establishing Scone as Australia’s literary capital.
Story by Cornelia Schulze, photos courtesy of Scone Literary Festival

F

amously, Scone is the only
town in regional Australia that
American author and orator
Mark Twain visited on his journey
Down Under in 1895. On the train from
Newcastle to the Upper Hunter, he worked
on his great Australian poem, ‘A Sweltering
Day in Australia’, which he would debut
the next day in a public lecture at Scone’s
School of Arts in Kingdon Street.
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A sparkling gem in the gorgeous Upper Hunter

Explore the rugged beauty of the Wollemi and Goulburn River
National Parks, and the spectacular views from Denman lookout.
Or bring your clubs for a game on our 18-hole golf course.
Step back in time as you stroll past Denman’s colonial and early
federation buildings, soaking up the friendly charm of a country
town with its authentic shops, cafes and pubs.
Visit our world renowned horse studs, our award-winning
wineries, their cellar doors and restaurants.
With so much on offer, stay a little longer and take your pick from
motels, AirBnBs, caravan parks and pub-style accommodation.
Located on the picturesque Golden Highway, just 1hr 40
minutes from Newcastle and 3hrs North West of Sydney.
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Yet there is more to Scone’s literary
heritage than a long-ago visit by a foreign
dignitary. Scone can also lay claim to
Australia’s only Literary Nobel Laureate,
Patrick White of Belltrees, one of the Upper
Hunter’s most iconic rural properties.
Nobel Prize nominee Judith Wright hails
from a pioneering Scone family and
renowned authors Barbara Baynton and
Donald Horne (‘A Lucky Country’) also
have roots in the Upper Hunter.
So maybe it was the genius loci, that
inspired a series of literary lunches in
2013. What started as an informal gettogether was incorporated in 2015 as the
Scone Literary Festival. The event quickly
gained a reputation as a festival that
asks the big questions in a stimulating
yet intimate atmosphere where readers,
writers and lovers of all things literary,
mingle and enjoy the warm country
hospitality of the Upper Hunter.
In 2022, the “big little festival” as it is
often referred to, will run from 11 – 13
March. With its most impressive line-up
yet, it will take participants on far flung
journeys of the mind, encourage debate,
tackle its fair share of controversial
topics, but most of all it will aim to instil
an appreciation for the power of words in
participants of all ages.

Australian icon, actor Jack Thompson,
leads the long list of speakers and
panelists. Jean-Paul Bell, one of Australia’s
best known mime artists, and founder of
The Clown Doctors, will MC the three-day
festival and perform pop-up mimes and
storytelling with a select group of drama
students from Scone Grammar, a major
venue for the weekend’s events.
The program lists literary notables and
Walkley Award winning journalists, Erina
Reddan, Julianne Davies and Dr Jeff
Sparrow as well as Gabrielle Chan, the

Guardian Australia’s rural and regional
editor. Indigenous award-winning writers
Nardi Simpson and Tony Birch will also be
sharing their stories.
Other high-profile attendees include
David W. Cameron, who has written
extensively on Australian military history,
best-selling author and writing mentor
Joanne Fedler (‘Unbecoming’), Upper
Hunter local Paula Beavan (‘Daughter of
the Hunter Valley’) and Jonathan Biggins,
known as one of the creators of the long
running political satire ‘The Wharf Revue’.

discoverdenman@gmail.com
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Clockwise from top left: The members of the
Scone Literary Festival Committee (left to right):
Catherine Chicken, Janie Jordan, Sally O’Regan,
Kate Mailer; emerging director, writer and
producer Hattie Archibald (right); panelists at
the 2021 Festival; award-winning journalist and
podcaster Darren Saul.

From the top, then left to right:
The Festival draws literary
lovers from far and wide.
Actor, singer and writer Mandy
Bishop; Yuwaalaraay writer,
musician and composer Nardi
Simpson; Upper Hunter local,
author Paula Beavan and
panelist Jonathan Biggins,
creator of political satire
‘The Wharf Revue’.

Award-winning
natural
history
illustrator, Sami Bayly from Armidale, is
the latest addition to the line up. Sami’s
first book, ‘The Illustrated Encyclopaedia
of Ugly Animals’, won the Children’s Indie
Book of the Year Award and the Australian
Book Design Award for Younger Readers.

A program with a punch
“Our theme in 2022 is ‘Storylines’ and
we are planning a major indigenous
themed welcome ceremony,” says
Festival President Janie Jordan whose
enthusiasm for the event is as tangible as
it is irresistible.
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“The first day of the Festival is all
about the local community. We are
planning a comprehensive children’s
program to seed a lifelong interest in the
written word. One of the highlights will be
award-winning emerging director, writer
and producer Hattie Archibald, originally
from Scone, running a filmmaking
and script writing workshop for high
schoolers.
“There is also our inaugural breakfast
with the chamber of commerce, bush
poet morning teas with senior citizens and
a literary lunch with the Merriwa chapter
of the Country Women’s Association.”

Saturday is when literary aficionados
from far and wide will be flocking to
Scone looking forward to the traditional
keynote speech, one of the highlights of
the Festival.
“We will also have a number of panel
discussions throughout the day, and the
topics will be very broad and meaty,” Janie
promises. They include the heavyweight
and serious such as the ‘Constitution and
its Relevance’ and ‘Consent and Mental
Health’, particularly as it relates to the
pandemic. The panel exploring ‘Beauty &
Excellence’ is expected to take a slightly
more irreverent approach.

Fireworks might go off with ‘Living Life
in 21’ and during the ‘Environment’ panel.
And then there is the session on
‘Trauma, Tragedy and Telling Tales’ which
will include stories from the front line of
war reporting.
Sunday’s Bush Poet’s Breakfast is
another major highlight of the festival
with Jack Thompson sure to have the
audience hanging on his every word.
Various workshops feature in the
program, including on podcasting and
branding with LinkedIn guru Lucy Bingle
and leading podcaster Darren Saul. Both
will feature at the business breakfast, on

panels and run workshops on Sunday
afternoon to close out the festival.
Another favourite, the Farmers Short
Story Writing Competition, is back after
a resounding success in its inaugural
year 2020. The competition is open to
all farming endeavours, whether they
feature horses, bees, cattle, sheep, pigs
or chicken and has been extended to the
entire electorate of the Upper Hunter.
“There is so much on offer this year,
we definitely punch above our weight,”
says Festival Patron, broadcaster, public
intellectual and Upper Hunter farmer
Phillip Adams.

“Between the panels, the talk, the
workshops, the Bush Poetry Breakfast
and a soiree on Saturday night, we
suggest visitors make plans to stay for
the entire weekend and maybe even for
a whole week.
“Visit Scone, Murrurundi, Denman and
Merriwa. You will love our warm country
hospitality and discover some of the
hidden gems that make the Upper Hunter
such a vibrant, unique destination.”
The 2022 Scone Literary Festival will run from
11 – 13 March. For more information and to
buy tickets, visit sconeliteraryfestival.com.au.
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